Reaching For The Stars
I remain studious echoing for the streets
a lil rough around the edges an imperfect topic
however, Oyezzz is my calling
I see the light speaking amongst us prophets –
right now I'm in the hole for fighting
but mentally I'm no longer a hostage
in fact, I'm soaring at fifty thousand feet on autopilot
having the time of my life enjoying you occupants –
I embrace professionals, the hood, and the unorthodox
we are all natural resources in our every verse
thinking outside the box we must start sharing
our internal riches while cultivating our financial worth –
sometimes as bosses and individuals, we make bone-headed
decisions not thinking of consequences and retributions
if we're holding everything and everyone accountable let's do just that
not just Breaking News or the allegations of Mr. Kraft soliciting prostitution –
see, although we've become accustomed nothing
simplistic prejudicing one’s shortcomings and pains
like you see the specks in our eyes we see your planks
wildfires, tsunamis, earthquakes, and torrential rains –
I've overcome gunshots, blood clots, and mug shots
like Serena, Venus, and Snoop Dogg I rise
from the depths of the obis of conspiracies, chaos, and genocide
wondering will Jesus part the sea again so we can dry –
I've seen orcas snacking on jaws
there have been so many shooting massacres and unseen footage
why doesn’t the media target injustices and equality issues
like they do drugs, select communities, homicides, and stray bullets –
like you, I know I'm a lump of coal so I embrace
the pressures and transformations into a diamond
knowing sure as the sun is burning radiating heat
the same holds true in every dark room the sun is shining –
so we have to climb our ladders how we must
thinking well beyond like Bad Boys and Biggie
In My Lifetime I've graduated Reasonable Doubts like Faith,
Lil Kim, the LOX, and Hov still putting it on in memories of Biggie –

much needed, Oyezzz will be a platform to showcase
our memories and our personal literature
knowing healthy messages supersede educated presentations
we'll catch up like combing through thousands of years of scriptures –
so undoubtedly in my later years I'm maturing coming full circle even acknowledging unnecessary gambles
more than ever I know now fo sho fo sho my mind
is my weapon and my drive and dreams are my ammo –
so before I close throw some Ace and Ciroc
in the air where ever you are
stay woke, me and Meek sliding through riding in somin soft
Oyezzz and Dream Chasers will forever reach for the stars –
Yo Meek, Ricky, Diddy, Hova, LeBron, Floyd, Kanye, T.I., Cube, Snoop, Oprah, Kris & Kendall, Serena &
Venus, Gates, French, Khalad, Virgil Abloh, Angel Brinks, Fashion Designers its all love and green get at me.
Likewise, Rasheeda & Kirk, Teyana & Iman, Paris Hilton, Kim & Kanye, Tina Knowles, Olivier Rousteing,
Miami Jo Jo, Nicki Baby, Ju Ju, Kevin Hart, Demi Lovato, and Remy Ma the same holds true its all love and
green get at me.
To all you Bosses, Reality TV & Social Media, Kaepernick, Nike, the NBA, Daytime, Cali, Miami, Atlanta,
Texas, New York, and all of you that were not mentioned I look forward to you. Its all love and green get at
me.
To all of you, I'm on to something stay woke.
Listen from my present location via my support team hopefully combining with your staff and resources our
joint efforts will manifest and propel the vision, purpose, and branding potential of Oyezzz.
The Oyezzz movement is far greater than any one individual, community, race, or culture.
If agreed upon, I can humbly navigate a 150 to 250k plus budget under guidelines that will at minimum bring a
modest return the equivalent of a successful album approaching or exceeding diamond sales.
The too good to be true theory does not reside here.
In fact, there are no ceilings as far as the possibilities of marketing potentials, global branding, internal &
financial success.
Nor is it unrealistic to believe we cannot approach or exceed the realms of a modest 8 to 9 figure stature being
propelled by the multi-facets of the Oyezzz brand faster than most with multiplying room.
Oyezzz. What does open your eyes mean to you?
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